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 Stand still in the mental state thought as your goal until you are feeling the thrill of Triumph, Then,
with confidence born of the data of this law, watch the physical realization of your goal. Neville
Goddard was an influential New Thought instructor and an early proponent of the Law of Appeal
through his belief that one could create one's physical fact through imagining. and the unconditioned
awareness of getting became conditioned by imagining itself to become something, and the
unconditioned awareness of being became that which it experienced imagined itself to end up
being; so did creation begin.Man can decree a thing and it will come to pass. Initially was the
unconditioned awareness of being;
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Neville Goddard changed my entire life! Look, if you actually want to live an empowered existence,
start reading most of Neville's works. Caution: You can no longer believe that God resides beyond
yourself, and you will no longer believe that you are not really in control of everything in your daily
life. That's what Neville teaches. If you want to stay trapped in a rut.! my bible read this everyday as
well as your life will change. don't go through this. Whatever version you choose, it's a great
examine.The essence of the book is that - "I AM" is unconditioned awareness [God of your being]
gives to you all that you will be aware of being.. read this book.. This gives me renewed courage.
and everything else Neville wrote. Your Consciousness Creates Your Connection with Reality That is
apparently the first book Neville Godard wrote, in fact it is the first one of his books that I read.While
I can't tell whether the tales mentioned in Bible and in other spiritual literature from around the world
have historical value and to what extent, and while I totally concur that the main purpose of any
spiritual publication or story would be to portray how are you affected in a individual psyche and to
stimulate spiritual growth and transformation, I was amazed from what degree Neville went to
interpret the symbolism used in the Bible from the perspective of inner workings of your brain.The
book "Your Faith is Your Fortune" deals primarily with Neville's interpretation of the stories from the
Bible from the perspective of psychological transformation. It has used me some time, research, and
great meditation to understand this truth, and for that reason, my life is been changed greatly
because of this. I very much enjoy reading books by all New Thought writers, and among them I
tend to like Neville Goddard's books the very best because his books seem to portray the finest the
idea of oneness. Great publication, great information and enlightening in a whole lot of ways!Even
though this book revolves around interpretation of the Bible and you'll or may not look after the
Bible, the main focus of this reserve is - how your consciousness creates your connection with
reality. Every component of this books is trying to bring that idea nearer to you, in very practical
terms, looking at it from many different angles. Tremendous Book Neville has such a gifted insight.!
An Excellent Book Anything that Neville writes will probably be worth reading in my opinion. Upon
this changeless principle everything rest."Ultimately you may want to browse and re-read this whole
book, or in least elements of it several moments. To be aware of getting or having anything is
usually to be or have that which you know about being. This can be a powerful book discussed
Faith which is a system utilized to "persuade" the Subconscious mind to manifest our desires. I
would recommend that you browse the many fine evaluations by others which have purchased this
book as well. We all have been "ONE", may be the powerful truth, quite simply: We are GOD! In his
look at, the tales from the Bible haven't any historical value, but are simply tools for internal
transformation of the individual. In about no more than 2 pages you receive a robust tool to use
upon yourself. I think this book should be read by all. Unique interpretation of biblical stories In Your
Faith Is Your Fortune, Neville interprets different stories within the Past Testament and the brand new
Testament, which he believes never to be historical books but collections of allegorical tales about
the human experience and man's spiritual evolution. Also contained in Your Faith Can be Your
Fortune is an extremely perceptive interpretation of The Count of Monte Cristo, by Alexandre
Dumas, which was my favorite part of the book. Tops all previous works of Neville Goddard I've
read up to now. By far the most powerful and eye opening function of Neville Goddard I am guided
to read. So much so that at times I literally had to place it down and walk away just to digest it. I
understand and also teach co-creation process, however the metaphysical interpretations of Biblical
passages that relate with the self actually pull back the curtain actually farther. I am reading two
additional of his writings now. Densely packed spiritual wisdom and a practical method That is a
jewel from Neville. To my attention, this is the best of the three. In addition, it provides a very well
crafted meditative method to practice! DON’T LOSE IT! I am on my 10th go through and research



and I am amazed at how this book continues to have this impact on me! And Neville still will not
brief cut - within the same couple pages he fully explains the reason why it works! Connect! Best
version of an excellent book You can find three kindle versions of this book on Amazon. This
assortment of articles undergoes and beyond his philosophy of using the power of our mind to
change our lives. Kudos to Amazon for allowing us dowload free of charge samples before buy.The
book itself is amazing. Neville is definitely a Bible scholar who provides highly advanced
interpretations of scripture. All the more amazing since he was at the best edge of the New Age
Thought motion back the mid-twentieth century. Clearly written, this reserve is believed provoking
and a stimulating metaphysical work-out. Even though some reviewers may believe that he repeats
himself in every his books, and he will, I keep finding new insights with each extra book I read, so it
is worthwhile to continue.PS Much like kindle versions of all older books, plan a lot of typos! You do
not obtain the same typos with the more expensive kindle version of the book since it got scanned
from text rather than re-typed yourself. Silence of your brain is key to connecting with God.
Awesome read for anyone who wants to elevate and discover peace within. If you need to not just
improve your life, but thrive! Great read We enjoyed learning the nuts and bolts of realizing desire.
I've completed it before, but with affordable analytics throughout me, I weaken.. Grow!An identical
method described in more variations, called "Yoga Nidra" given in the reserve "Sure Methods to Self-
Realization" by Swami Satyananda Sarasvati. The third kindle edition of the book does not have
any typos, but rather an odd highlighting of each line of text, that i found distracting. Nevertheless,
the scanned version features a glurpy older typeface, challenging on the eyes. Great book Great
book very interesting. I have examined out the teachings plus they actually work. I am reading more
books by this author. Masterpiece. This book is concise,simple and straightforward that even the
uninitiated can fully grasp its deep teaching and apply it to any area of life. Super Good!!Once
again, whether whoever originally composed those stories shared the Neville's watch of the
symbolism, it's hard to inform, but the interpretation he's using does make sense and is workable, if
sometimes to me it appears somewhat strained mainly because in interpreting the name of Jesus to
French "Je Suis" - I AM.!. you’ll understand the bible even more. i’m not one who gives testimonials
but this is an exceptional publication. The article called "The Basic principle of Truth" may be the
highest jewel.This book may also quite definitely appeal to those who enjoy dealing with "I AM"
Discourses, and here Neville appropriately points out that while this "I AM" consciousness creates
reality, it is not enough to just say "I AM", but the attribute assigned to "I AM" should be experienced
as subjective reality, in order to manifest in one's experience. I thoroughly enjoy his function. If you
need to really feel truth, and you also think you're prepared, read this!
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